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A New York Times Bestseller -- Homer's Odyssey is the once-in-a-lifetime story of an extraordinary

cat and his human companion. It celebrates the refusal to accept limits -- on love, ability, or hope

against overwhelming odds. By turns jubilant and moving, it's a memoir for anybody who's ever

fallen completely and helplessly in love with a pet. --This text refers to the Audible Audio Edition

edition.
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This nonfiction account of the life of Homer the cat is truly heartwarming. Gwen Cooper's writing is

superb; it's so warm and personal, I felt like I was reading a story written by a close friend. (For this

reason, I'm inclined to refer to her simply as "Gwen" in the rest of my review!) So engaging is this

book that I could not put it down and eagerly finished all 300 pages within 24 hours. There's action,

adventure, laughter, tears, danger, romance, suspense -- all the "essential" elements of bestselling

fiction, but this is not fiction: every part of it is true. That's what makes this story so

captivating.Spoiler-free plot summary: A Miami native in her mid-20s, Gwen adopts her third cat,

Homer, a very young, blind kitten that no one wanted. From day one, Homer is a spunky, nimble,

demonstrative, fearless little cat. The feats he accomplishes are nothing short of amazing. Gwen

decides she wants a better life for herself and her cats than her nonprofit job can provide; she works

tirelessly and is eventually able to move to New York. Everyone in her life who meets Homer loves

him, and vice versa (with very few exceptions, which you will read about). Gwen ties her own story

of love and self-discovery to the life lessons that Homer teaches her.For those who are extremely



sensitive to animal suffering (as I am), you don't need to worry about any abuse, graphic details, or

death in this book. When it comes to Homer's blindness, Gwen dispassionately states only the facts

that are essential to the story and to the reader's sense of Homer's personality and agility. However,

you will probably need a tissue at a few points, as people's sheer kindness, love, and generosity

towards Gwen, and particularly Homer, are powerfully touching.

As a cat, I often find myself considering books on or about cats with trepidation. Regularly, you will

come across an author who claims to be an expert on cats - claiming to understand our behaviors,

and giving us a voice we didn't ask for. On the occasion that you do find a decent writer who does

seem to understand our complex and varied nature, the book will inevitably end with a painful

reminder of our own mortality - while this is of course a very useful exercise for all species to

become introspective and meditate on the value of our lives - it is simply too much to ask a cat to

face this hovering specter of death each and every time we open a book on our species. Fortunately

for everyone, we have Gwen Cooper. Gwen has written a nonfiction book entitled "Homer's

Odyssey: A Fearless Feline Tale, or How I Learned About Love and Life with a Blind Wonder

Cat".Homer is a true cat's cat. Despite losing his eyesight at a young age, Homer turns this disability

into a superpower, never once worrying about what he is missing out on, or fearful of the unknown.

Instead, Homer regularly vanquishes resolute foes (such as the common house-fly) by leaping from

a standstill and capturing them five feet in mid-air. When placed into a new and unfamiliar territory,

Homer will simply proceed along the boundaries of the walls to map out his environment.While

Homer's daily achievements and successes are wonderful, the truly amazing feats come later, such

as chasing off a man who breaks into Gwen's apartment in the middle of the night.
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